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Predictimz Waterflood Perforrndnce ~by the Graphical
Repres@ation of Porosity and Permeability Distribution

JARL P. JOHNSON
MEMBER AIME I

Abstract “

A simple tool ~or predicting rite wakrff~od perfor-
manceof .strati/icd reservoirs has been developed using u I
variation of the familiar layer concept.’” Tite variation
suggested qllws consideration of non-mtifotvu porosity
devehpment atid mobility ratio.

Tltc procedure involves predicting both cumulative wa-

ter injected and cnmdative oil prodl{ction in tehns of per-

cent water cut using a permeability-porosity classification

sysf e17z.

The simplicity of the graphical approach to the cunm-
lative oil recovery vs water cut prediction provides a con-
venient means of cvahating the areal as well as the ver-”

Iical aspects of ffood performance.

Introduction

A prediction technique, to be upplicttble to a hetero-
geneous reservoir, should provide a means for ccsnsitiering
variation in volume as well as perineability, The presence
of multiple rock types with different porosity-permeability
ieiationships cause the common ttssurnption ol’ a uniform
porosity to be impractieiil.

Further, the number of projects being wuduated in the
prospect of rt unitized operation make it desirable that a
convenient means be provided to evaluate the lateral ,ps
well as the vertical aspects of porosity and permeability
development.

A variation in the application of some familiar devices
can provide the solution” to both of these problems.

Pranks

The premises necessary to the use of the procedure to
be described are common to other methods with the fol-
lowing exceptions:

1. It is not necessary to assume a uniform poros.iiy tlis-
tribution or uniform water saturation.

2. It is assumed” that in layers of equal permeability
capacity, the advance of the flood front is inversely pro-

~.-portional to the-mobile- hydrocarbon volume of-the layer..

orlglnal mununcript received in Soclet of Petroleum EnsSneers office
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3. A changing mobility rutio during the tillmpptriod is
assurncd,
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Toevahrate the effect of stratification on vertical sweep ‘
efficiency, reservoir permeability diita from core iihiil)+iis

are classifietf according to a system similar. to that pro-
posed by Law’ and demonstrated in Tablc 1, Iq addition
to cky+sifying the permeability data, the porosity of each
sample is recorded. By lisling both the porosity and per-
meability for each sarnple,it is possible to relate the po-
rosity capacity and permeability cttpacity without the
necessity of assuming that a uni~orm porosity exists or
assuming a porosity-permeability relationship.

If sufficient dista itre, availab[c to estimate the water
saturation for each permeability range, it+is possibk to
compute th.~ hydroc;wbon pore volume which can bc sub-
stituted” for the porosity capacity value, establishing a
direct relationship between permeability LUKI hytfroctirbon
volume.

Thedata arestrmniurizcd at the bottomof wtchc~lumn, ,
with the cumulative pcrmcahility capacity and correspond-
ing reservoir voltrrne shown as a per cent of the total as
indicated in Table 1. For convenience, valuus are added
from the highest toward the lowest permeability range.
The example in Table 1 inc)udes water saturation data :
Lurd the ctumtdative hydrocarbon pore volume,

A plot of the cumulative permeability capacity vs the
logarithm of the corresponding cumulative porosity ca-
pacity for four wells is shown in Fig. 1. Data from sev-
eral wells in a single project were plotted on this graph to
illustrate that snore than one system is implied in each
instance by the changing slopes and that there is some .,
disparity between the plots representing different wells.
Variations in rock type are responsible for the multiple
systems, a common occurrence in carbonate reservoirs.
Areal’ variation in porosity and permeability development
account for the disparity between the curves.

[t is often possible to combine the data from several
wells .as shown in Table 2 to provide a ~omposite repre-
sentation of the reservoir permeability- dlstribtltion; ]t is ‘“
important that the selection of data for a composite curve
describes the vertical classification of the rock, For this
reason it is suggested that individual curves representing
several locations in the project he constructed prior to the
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TABLE 1—PROJECT 1, WELL 1
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TABIE 2—PROJECT 1. COMPOSITE CLASSIFICATION FIVE WELLS
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construction of a composite curve to provide a more ac-
curate description of the reservoir and to determine what
lateral changes in permeability distribution may exist.
Where” radical area changes occur, it will be desirable to
group wells of similar rock clmsificdtion imd to tmrt each
group -m an independent reservoir, The performssnce of .
the various groups curs be combined to provide a com-
posite presentation of the predicted reservoir performance,

Reservoir Volume

An accurate estimate of the total reservoir pore volume
should be made using the best data available, [n the appli-
catiotz of core and log data, the same cut-off limits should
be used for porosity and permeability as were used in the
classification of ihese data. The actual cut-off limits are
not critical in most instances if the same limits are used
throughout.

The reservoir mobile hydrocarbon volume is calculated
as ( 1 —,s,,. - S,. ) X PV with values’ of S,,, and S,, deter-
mined in a normal manner.

The maximum amount of oil which can be displaced
from the reservoir at IW pej cent efficiency is (S,, – S.,, )
Pv. .“

(hmdutiw InjreliOn w Wislw Cut

To predict the relationship between cumulative water
injected and water cut, the permeability capacity-porosity
capacity curve (Fig, 2) is divided into Io layers of equal
permeability capacity. The fraction of the total reservoir
pore volume contained in each layer is read from the
curve.

The mobi!e hydrocarbon volume of each layer is con-
sidered to be the displaceable volume, or volume of water
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required to ffood out that layer, This vdr.re is computed
by multiplying the fractional volume in each layer by the
total mobile hydrocarbon volume of the reservoir, These
calculations are illustrated in Table 3. The layers will be
flooded out in the order of ascending values o.f mobile
hydrocarbon volumes, The surface water cut at the time
each layer is flooded out is calculated from Eq. I as
shown in Table 3,

M x (5)

‘~tercut =/wx(5)x [l-(5)1’ - “ ‘
(1)

where” M is the ratio of the mobility of the water phase
to that of the oil phase and. (5) refers to the val~e in
Column 5 of Table 3 corresponding to the layer under
consideration and is the fraction of the reservoir flooded
at the time this layer is flooded out, This procedure is
“simil,arto the Stiles technique except for the use of vary-
ing mobility ratios during fill-up.

The n]obiIity ratios during the fill-up period are assumed
to vary because of the saturation changes occurring in
the three-phase system. The relationship shown in Fig. 3.
which has been used [n the Panhandle field in Texas, was
constructed by assuming the initial mobility ratio to be
the mobility of water at residual oil saturation divided by
the mobility of oil at initial oil saturation. The mobility
ratio at fill-up is the ratio of the mobility of water in the
water bank at residual oil saturation to the mobility of oil
in the oil bank at connate water saturation m determined
from laboratory core study.

A sample calculation for water cut would ,he m follows:
For Layer 1, a mobility ratio of 2 is used and
the water cut is calculated to be:

!).1 x2 -.-—— = 0.182,
ii--x 2 -t “Tl - 0.1)

For Layer 3 (the next to be flooded), the nlo-
hility ratio used is 1.(3and the water cut is

(),2 x I .6 t
= (),286, etc.

().2 x 1.6 + (1 – 0.2)

.Ttie ‘apparent mobility ratio must be estimated on the
tmis of the assumed fill-up point. The value of the nlo-
bility ratio for the fourth layer was 1.2 and was 1.I for
the fifth and subsequent layers.

Wiiter is assumed to enter equallY into each hSYer Until

.“
0.5 1.0 1,5 2,0

Mobility Rotio

Fig. .%CINIIIIW in mobility ruIio with I.lIanKILIII fill-wp.

of Layer 1, adjusted for any losses from the reservoir.
For example, referring aguin to Tuble 3, ir mobile hy-

drocarbon volume of 79,400 bhl has been tittributed to
Layer 1. Assuming an injection e!iiciency of 60 per ccot.
the cumulative water injected itt the time [.ilycr I is tlood-
ed out ,will he,

79,400
0,[ X().6’

or 1,323,()()()”hhL

After the first layer is flooded, the in]ec!i6n into thilt
k;yer is proportional to the water CLI1. [rrjcclion into each ‘
o“fthe other layers is cquiil [o ( 1 -. wwcr cut) divided by
the number of layers remaining [L} hc tloodrxl. This frac-
tion, listed in Column 7 of T~ble 3, was CillCUlillL?d for
Layer 3 in the , lowing manner:

“1 – 0.182 = ~)[)g,— .-..—.—--- , .
9

The total water required to flood Layer 3 is equal to its
the first layer is flooded, as all layers by design have equal ‘ displaceable volume. Since 79,400 bbl have been injected
permeability capacities, Since one-tenth of the water en: into this layer, only the difference between the displtrce-
ters each layer and a volume equal to its mobile hydro- able volumes in Layers I and 3 will be required, This
carbon volume is required for flo~ding, the cumulative value divided by the fraction of injection into this layer,
injection into the reservoir at the time the first layer has plus the cumulative water injected to the flood-out of Lay-
been flooded is 10 times the ‘mobile hydrocarbon volume er I will be the cumulative injection to the tfood-out of

—. ——.

7A8LE 2-PREDICTING INJECTION SCHEDULE, PROJECT 1

[3) ~H)j~bl [5)
Frn#jm Cumulative

Su%ceIn Each layer kb Flooded
Cum%l.e ‘

L& Fmctlon—-,-
No. HPV- In Layer (31 X [d) Fraction Water Cut (e) ~nie

o.m9—
: 0.049
3 0.065
4 0.0s7

0.115
: 0.150
7 0.200

0.270
: 0.400

10 “ 0.s50
[a) PV = 21 ,!00,000 bbl
lb} PV.~,.,,t ~ 21 .000,oOI

0.009 79,400
0.040 352,800
0.016 14 I,1OO
0.022 194,000
0.028 247,000
0.035 309,000
0.050 441,000
0.070 617,000
0.130 1,146 /.00

‘0.150 - 1,323,000

0.10
0.60
0.20
0,30
0.40
0.:0
0.70
0.80
0.90
‘0,95 -

0.182
0.623
0,286
0.375
0.444
0.525
0.720
0.s14
0.908
0,954

;0 X 0.95 = 20,04%000 bbl — From Dyas, Caudle and Erickson
(cI HPV, &,, = 20,045,000 x 0.7 = 14,031,500 bbl
[d) MHPVxtvcmI = 20sOf,\OO(4; – S,IF–50 r) == 8,820>CQ0

‘*’ ‘“’er “ = M X [5) X [ln~l
{f) Fill-w occurs ~han 4,000,000 bbl have be& iniected. Assume 60 per cent efficiency.

NOVEMBER, 196s .,

[7)
Fractlanal

~tion

0.10
():)

0,089
0.089
0,093
0.094 “
0.093
0.09s
0.092 “

(s!
Cumulative

Water
lnlectl~~([]

1,323,000
6,316,000
2,453,000
3,144,000
$;:;$$;

7;J80:OO0
1I ,034,000
20,041,000
23,227,000

12U7

. . . . . . -.
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Layer 3, or I ~

I41,000-79,400 ‘
— -t- 1,323,000 == 2,453,000 bbl.

0.091 X 0.6

This procedure is repeated for each succeeding layer
until the corresponding calculated water cut is. at an eco-

, nomic limit. In the examples shown, the economic limit
was set at a water cut of 95.4 per cent.

Note that an injecti?n efficiency of 60 per cent wrrs
used in the Panhandle field examples. This value was
obtained by comparing the produced and injected volumes
in projects which are known to have passed the fill-up
point. The injection efficiency is a difficult factor to eval-
uate for most projects and must be done by experience,
taking into consid~ration possible th~ef zones, such as a
gas cap or aquifer in assrdation with the oil reservoir.
or lack of confinement to the waterflood area jf the water
flood does not encompass the eritire reservoir.

A curve illustrating the results of this procedure applied
to the Panhandle field waterflood project is included as
F]g. 4. The plot of the actual performance of this project
indicates that there is excellent agreement between pre-
dicted and trctual performance.

Cumulative Oil Pmhetiou ‘
w Water aut

It is not surprising that there is a similarity between the
permeability-porosit y capacity plots previously described
and a plot of the log cumulative oil recovery vs water
cut for wirterllood projects if you consider thrit one de-
scribes a relationship between storage capacity and perme-
ability distribution and the other describes a relationship
between recovery and water cut. This similarity has
prompted the use of these curve’s as rm approach to relat-
ing oil production and water cut. For highly stratifled
reservoirs, ~djirsting the. slope of the permeability-porosity
ct~pacity curves for mobility ratio will produce a slope ap:
proximating the slope of flgod performance curve.

The mobility ratio adjustmeW is made frum the calcula-
tions previously performed to obtain the wdter cut. In
the example in Table 3, the water cut at a kh value of 10
per cent becomes 18.2 per ci?rrt; that a 20 per ~cent be-
comes 28.6 per cent, etc. The effect of this adju~ment on
the curve previously shown as Fig. 2 is shown i.h ~]g. 5.

->.

Wofer Cut - Per Ceot

Fig. 4—Project 1 wntcr.oil rntio vs ~undntivc injcf;tion,

1
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When the mobility adjustment is made, the per cent +}1
corresponding to the water cut reflects the per cent of the
mobile oii in the reservoir which wili have been produced
when the water cut has reached that level. The per cent
#Jr is then converted to cumulative barrels by mtrttipiying
this value by the quantity (S. – S.,) X PV X. Sweep Ef-
ficiency’ and plotting as in Fig. 6. A comparison of the
predicted performance rrnd the actuai performance is
shown,

Both cumulative water injected and cumulative oil pro-
duced are now available in terms of waler cut anti can be
related to each other and can be expressed in terms of
time by estimating the injectivity of the input wells.

Figs,; 7, & 9 and 10 are comparisons between the pie-
, dieted and actual performance of two other projects. The

same assumptions were used for, these predictions as for
Project 1. Note in Fig. 10 that there is not good agree-
ment for the early life of this project. Premature water

Cumulative Kh Per Cerrf

Fig. %—f%ujret 1 dnssi flWtiOll CUUlpONiW.

Fig. 6-Project 1 perfornuuwc.
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channeling occurred shortly after injection was initiated.
Subsequent shutting-in of the offending producers is caus-
ing the project to conform closely to its predicted per-
formance.

Areal Variations

Theincreasing number of unitized projects has created
a-need for a convenient means of evaiuailng the contri-
bution individual tmcts make to a total project, If a suf-
tlcient number of Gores is available, it is a simple mistter to
plot the distribution curves and read the maximum recov-
ery value as a per cent of the mobile oil from titem. If
the mobile oii volume is determined from production
and volumetric data, the secondary recovery in barrels
per acre-foot dr other convenient units can be readily de-

&llf
g /o,opo,0.00 1 1 1

: i-
.-

‘ ib” 20 30 40 50 60 ?0 80 90 100
4Water Cut - Per Cent

Fig. ?—Project 2 water cut vs cunmlutive injcrtiun. ,

ii
m

I

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 ‘
Wafer Cut. - Per cent

Fig.&PrOject 2 oiirmwsvory vs wntor cut.

NOVEMBER, 1,94!S

. . -. ... _

termined, This information can then be mapped to pro-
vide a useful parameter for unitization,

The representation of areisl variation in permeability
development is aiso useful in the design of injection pat-
terns and h the planning of equipment size and location.

Necessary Precautions
Most projects have unique features which must be ewtl-

uated in aety attempt to predict waterflood performance.
Of particular concern is the existence of directional per-
meability or ori?nted fractures which wit! tdfect pattern
efficiency or the existence of a gas cap, aquifer or other
conditions representing potential loss of tluid from the
project area, I ‘1

The accurate determfnatioh of reservoir volume is &-
““sential, As previously noted,. it is also important that the
same limits of :porosify and permeabilityy be. used in deter-

Iqooo,ooo
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mining the reservoir volume as are used in the classifica-
tion system. For example, no lower limit of porosity or
permeability was set in classifying porosity and permeabil-
ity for the projects described in this discussion; conse-
quently, th’e entire oil section was considered to be a part

, of the reservoir VOIurne.

Limitations

In common with the tools heretofore offered for pre-
dicting waterflood performance, this procedure cannot
be appliedto all reservoirs with confidence.

An examination of the commonly used prediction tools
reveals ‘that they depend upon the compensating effect of
two or more unevalwtted parameters and are, therefore,
to a large,extent empirical.’ The Stiles and Dykstra-Par-
sons’ approaches, for example, describe flood movement
as, it is “governed by stratification but do not evaluate
crossflow, production behind the front, or variations in
porosity which qre factors that are oftencompcnsatory in

“sand floods?” The Craig technique relies heavily upon
the offsetting effects of crossflow and stratifkdtion.

* In stratified reservoirs where crossflow is negligible,
each of these methods and similar approaches tend to re-
sult in optimistic predictions.

The success of the procedure that, has hcen” outlined
also depends upon the compensating effects of un-eval-
uated parameters, In this instance, the’graphical repre-
sentation of the relation between permeability distribution
and movement of the flood front is an oversimplification
of the problem, Again, the effect of production behind
th~, front has not been evaluated, In highly stratified res-
ervoirs where crossflow is small, the effect of one of these
fttctors offsets the other.

The use of this tool, then, is limited to stratified reser-
-.

,.-.

-1.. . .... .....

voirs such as the thick caibonate reservoirs in West Textts
“apd in the Panhandle. ,However, properly applied, this
simple technique can be a very useful tool in predicting
the waterflood performance of these reservoirs. ”
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